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BLEACHES & DISINFECTANTS

Contract Thin Bleach 3.5% - For stain removing and disinfection of toilets and 

urinals etc. Can be diluted and used for general disinfection.
5-CTB 5 LITRE

Thin Bleach 4.9% - A strong bleach for stain removing and disinfection of toilets 

and urinals etc. Can be diluted and used for general disinfection.
5-BLE 5 LITRE

8-TB 8x1 LITRE (Swan)

5-TB 5 LITRE

8-TB-9% 8x1 LITRE (Swan)

5-TB-9% 5 LITRE

Pine Disinfectant - Broad spectrum bactercide. Fast acting germicide, fungicide 

and algaecide with a pleasant pine fragrance. Tested to BSEN 1276.
5-PD 5 LITRE

Floral Disinfectant -  Broad spectrum bactercide. Fast acting germicide, fungicide 

and algaecide with a pleasant floral fragrance. Tested to BSEN 1276.
5-FD 5 LITRE

Lemon Disinfectant -  Broad spectrum bactercide. Fast acting germicide, fungicide 

and algaecide with a pleasant lemon fragrance. Tested to BSEN 1276.
5-LD 5 LITRE

Cleaner Disinfectant -  Broad spectrum bactercide. Fast acting germicide, 

fungicide and algaecide, unfragranced, added surfactant for thorough cleaning.
5-CD 5 LITRE

Urine Neutraliser/Disinfectant - A specially formulated deodoriser for the 

treatment of urine stains, which prevents permanent staining and unpleasent 5-UN/D 5 LITRE

Thick Bleach 4.9% - A strong bleach for stain removing, cleaning and disinfection 

in toilets, urinals etc. Can be diluted and used for general disinfection. Thickened to 

help cling to surfaces.

Thick Bleach Concentrate 9% - A highly chlorinated bleach for removing the 

most stubborn of stains. Kills 99.9% of bacteria in locations such as toilets and 

urinals. Thickened to help cling to surfaces.

treatment of urine stains, which prevents permanent staining and unpleasent 

odours. Can be used on both fabrics and hard surfaces. Tested to BSEN 1276.

5-UN/D 5 LITRE

Infection Control Disinfectant - A high level disinfectant that kills 99.9% of all 

known bacteria, ready to use on all surfaces and is food safe. Tested to BSEN13704, 

BSEN1276, BSEN1275, BSEN14476, BSEN13697.

5-ICD 5 LITRE

Chlorine Release Tablets - Based on a blend of patented effervescent base with 

an active ingredient of Sodium Dichloroisocyanurate. When dissolved in water, 

Chlorine Tablets give a measured dose of available chlorine, which can be used for 

the disinfection of equipment, work surfaces, plant etc, in the hospital, medical, 

hotel and catering and local authority industries. With high and rapid activity against 

a wide range of bacteria, fungi, spores and viruses (including A.I.D.S and Hepatitis 

B) Cleanline Tablets also offer economical advantages in terms of ease of use, 

accurate dilution and prolonged shelf life.

Coming Soon 200 TABS

Iodine Based Black disinfectant - Broad spectrum kills bacteria, fungi and 

viruses. Specially formulated to clean and sterilise equipment
5-BLKD 5 LITRE

Soft furnishing sanitizer & deodourizer - Spray on carpets, curtains, and other 

hard-to-wash fabrics to replace lingering odors with long-lasting freshness. 

Continues to sanitize up to 15 days after cleaning

5-SFTF 5 LITRE

Fragranced Bin sanitizing powder -  Powerful powder for cleaning and 

disinfection.  Removing bad lingering odours, keeping them fresh and germ free for 

longer.

500-FBSP 6x500 SHAKER

Fluid Absorbent Powder and sanitizer - This remarkable powder absorbs up to 

400 times its own weight in liquids including blood, urine and vomit. It quickly 

absorbs and gels the liquids within 1-2 minutes which allow easy clean-up.

240-FAP/S 6x240 SHAKER



BLEACHES & DISINFECTANTS Cont...

Spray n Wipe With Bleach - A ready to use cleaner with added bleach. Can be 

used in all toilets and washrooms
750-SWB 6x750 TRIGGER

Sanitizing powder -  product that can be used on hard surfaces, in a soak tank 

situation or even in some cases washing fabrics or steralising.
500-SP 6x500 SHAKER



             CATERING CHEMICALS

5-SAD 5 LITRE

10-SAD 10 LITRE

20-SAD 20 LITRE

5-PAD 5 LITRE

10-PAD 10 LITRE

20-PAD 20 LITRE

5-SPAD 5 LITRE

10-SPAD 10 LITRE

20-SPAD 20 LITRE

5-CAD 5 LITRE

10-CAD 10 LITRE

20-CAD 20 LITRE

5-ASAD 5 LITRE

10-ASAD 10 LITRE

20-ASAD 20 LITRE

5-RA 5 LITRE

10-RA 10 LITRE

Rinse Aid - Auto dish and glass rinse aid is a fully formulated concentrated rinse for 

use in machine dish and glass washers. Can be used along with dish and glass wash 

detergent and powder, gives exceptional results in hard and soft water. Rinse aid 

Standard Auto Dishwash - Auto Dishwash is a fully formulated concentrated 

detergent for use in machine dishwashers. Can be used along with rinse aid, gives 

exceptional results in hard and soft water.  Do not use as a hand dishwash 

detergent.

Premier Auto Dishwash - Premier Auto Dishwash is a fully formulated, high 

strength concentrated detergent for use in machine dishwashers. Can be used along 

with rinse aid, gives exceptional results in hard and soft water.  Do not use as a 

hand dishwash detergent.

Super Premier Auto Dishwash - Super Premier Auto Dishwash is a fully 

formulated, extreme strength concentrated detergent for use in machine 

dishwashers. Can be used along with rinse aid, gives exceptional results in hard and 

soft water.  Do not use as a hand dishwash detergent.

Chlorinated Auto Dishwash - Chlorinated Auto Dishwash is a fully formulated 

concentrated detergent for use in machine dishwashers which gives exceptional 

results in removing tannin stains from crockery. Can be used along with rinse aid, 

gives exceptional results in hard and soft water.  Do not use as a hand dishwash 

detergent.

Aluminimum Safe Auto Dishwash - Aluminium Safe Dishwash is a fully 

formulated concentrated detergent for use in machine dishwashers. Can be used 

along with rinse aid, gives exceptional results in hard and soft water.  Do not use as 

a hand dishwash detergent.

20-RA 20 LITRE

5-PRA 5 LITRE

10-PRA 10 LITRE

20-PRA 20 LITRE

5-ASTW 5 LITRE

10-ASTW 10 LITRE

20-ASTW 20 LITRE

Liquid Descale Hydrochloric Acid - A hydrochloric acid based liquid descaler 

designed to remove lime scale, calcium and rust from cabinet dishwashers. 
5-LDHA 5 LITRE

Liquid Descale Phosphoric Acid - A phosphoric acid based liquid descaler 

designed to remove lime scale, calcium and rust from cabinet dishwashers. Can be 

used on stainless steel and chrome.

5-LDPA 5 LITRE

Beerline Cleaner - A concentrated and highly effective cleaner for the maintenance 

of beer lines. Not for use in brass beer engines.
5-BLC 5 LITRE

Purple Beerline Cleaner - A concentrated and highly effective cleaner for the 

maintenance of beer lines. Not for use in brass beer engines. Contains a colour 

changing indicator, when the solution comes into contact with yeast and protein it 

turns green/brown.

5-PBC 5 LITRE

5-DWP 5KG

10-DWP 10KG

detergent and powder, gives exceptional results in hard and soft water. Rinse aid 

promotes rapid drying of washed items and helps prevent streaking.

Premier Rinse Aid - Auto dish and glass rinse aid is a fully formulated, highly 

concentrated rinse for use in machine dish and glass washers. Can be used along 

with dish and glass wash detergent and powder, gives exceptional results in hard 

and soft water. Rinse aid promotes rapid drying of washed items and helps prevent 

streaking.

Aluminimum Safe Tray Wash - A tough machine dish wash which can be used to 

remove stubborn grease, burnt on food and other debris whilst remaining safe to 

use on aluminium.

4 in 1 Dishwasher Powder - 4 in 1 action, contains detergent, glass protection, 

rinse aid and salt. It is designed to clean and protect crockery and utensils. 



150-DWT 150 TABS

300-DWT 300 TABS

5-ORTR 5KG

10-ORTR 10KG

5-OPTR 5KG

10-OPTR 10KG

5-CRTR 5KG

10-CRTR 10KG

5-RP 5KG

10-RP 10KG

Rejuvenate Liquid - An acid based product which cleans out lime scale grime 

optimising and prolonging the life of the machine. Also removes clouding from 

drinking glasses.

5-RL 5 LITRE

5-SP 5KG

10-SP 10KG

5-DWS 5KG

10-DWS 10KG

Oxy Release Tannin Remover - A percarbonate based tannin remover, oxygen 

releasing for removing tannin stains from crockery and utensils.

Chlorine Release Tannin Remover - A chlorine based tannin remover, used to 

remove stubborn stains from crockery and utensils.

5 in 1 Dishwasher Tablets - Contains detergent, rinse aid, glass protection, 

stainless steel protection and salt. Double layer tablets containing powerful 

ingredients designed to remove tough food debris, with an inbuilt rinse aid and salt 

to give an excellent shine.

             CATERING CHEMICALS, Cont...

Rejuvenate Powder - A free flowing white powder which quickly dissolves in your 

dish/glass washer, cleaning away all lime scale deposits and restores all clouding 

from drinking glasses.

Scouring Powder - This product is a high quality, naturally abrasive and mildly 

disinfecting scouring powder for use on stubborn stains.

Dishwasher Salt - Dishwasher Salt is a fully formulated vacuum dried salt for use 

in machine washers. Do not use as a hand dishwash detergent.

Oxy Plus Tannin Remover - A percarbonate and organic acid based tannin 

remover. Contains powerful ingredients that fizz away stubborn stains and leaves 

crockery and utensils gleaming.

25-DWS 25KG

Warm Oven Cleaner - Alkaline detergent for cleaning in ovens, hobs and extractor 

units. The dilution factor makes it a very economical product to use. Can be used as 

a spray or applied directly to the surface to be cleaned.

5-WOC 5 LITRE

1-CC 12 x 1 LITRE

5-CC 5 LITRE

Enzyme Urinal and Drain Maintainer - An Enzyme and Surfactant drain 

maintenance fluid digests, fat, grease, carbohydrates in drains and grease traps.
5-EUDM 5KG

Probe Wipes -  anti-bacterial wipes, odourless, Primarily used for cleaning 

thermometer probes. 
Coming soon WIPES

Spray n Wipe Odourless - A ready to use cleaner designed to sanitise any surface. 

Concentrated; dilute for use, idea refill for 750ml trigger.
5-SNWO 5 LITRE

Coffee Machine Powder - 900g of coffee machine cleaning powder designed to 

keep the internal workings of coffee machines in first class condition 
900-CFMP 24x900g

1-CFMF-DOS 16 x 1 LITRE Dose

5-CFMF 5 LITRE

700-CFDE 8x700ml

5-CFDE 5 LITRE

Coffee Machine Descaling Tablets- Like the above but in a tablet form Coming soon 100x Tablets

Coffee Machine Descaler - Coffee Machine Descale is formulated to remove lime 

scale build up from machine boilers etc. with out using harsh products that can 

corrode delicate fitting within the Coffee Machine. By de-scaleing your machine 

Coffee Machine Milk Frother Cleaner - Designed for daily use to prevent clogging 

of milk tubes  with dry milk resadue, avalible in both 5lt and 1lt dose bottle

in machine washers. Do not use as a hand dishwash detergent.

Cream Cleaner - A powerful all purpose, viscous cleaner for all areas of the home 

for use on basins, baths, hobs and hotplates, contains a lemon fragrance.



1-WUL-Y 12 X 1 LITRE

5-WUL-Y 5 LITRE

10-WUL-Y 10 LITRE

20-WUL-Y 20 LITRE

1-WUL-G 12 X 1 LITRE

5-WUL-G 5 LITRE

10-WUL-G 10 LITRE

20-WUL-G 20 LITRE

1-PWUL 12 X 1 LITRE

5-PWUL 5 LITRE

10-PWUL 10 LITRE

20-PWUL 20 LITRE

1-SPWUL 12 X 1 LITRE

5-SPWUL 5 LITRE

10-SPWUL 10 LITRE

20-SPWUL 20 LITRE

Coming Soon 12x1 LITRE             

Coming Soon 5 LITRE                     

Coming Soon 10 LITRE    

Coming Soon 20LITRE

1-ABWUL 12 X 1 LITRE

5-ABWUL 5 LITRE

10-ABWUL 10 LITRE

Anti-Bac - Highly concentrated, rich foam in heavily soiled conditions, unperfumed 

and non tainting, will not effect beer head retention on drinking glasses, no 

fragrance and green in colour.

             WASHING UP LIQUIDS FOR MANUAL USE

Premium - Rich foam, very effective grease removal, light lemon fragrance, yellow 

in colour.

Premium - Rich foam, very effective grease removal, light lemon fragrance, green 

in colour.

Premier - High level product and highly effective, light lemon fragrance, green in 

colour.

Super Premier - Highly concentrate, citrus fragrance, orange in colour.

Biological - High active with the added benefit of enzymes. The enzymes activity 

help loosen baked on food deposits and carbon, reducing soaking time and reducing 

the effort needed to get crockery clean.

10-ABWUL 10 LITRE

20-ABWUL 20 LITRE

fragrance and green in colour.



             CELLAR & BAR

5-CGWD 5 LITRE

10-CGWD 10 LITRE

20-CGWD 20 LITRE

Coming Soon 5 LITRE

Coming Soon 10 LITRE

Coming Soon 20 LITRE

5-RA 5 LITRE

10-RA 10 LITRE

20-RA 20 LITRE

5-PRA 5 LITRE

10-PRA 10 LITRE

20-PRA 20 LITRE

1-HGWD  12X1 LITRE

5-HGWD 5 LITRE

5-RP 5 KG

10-RP 10 KG

Rejuvenate Liquid - An acid based product which when added to your dish/glass 

washer, cleans away all lime scale deposits and restores all clouding from drinking 

glasses.

5-RL 5 LITRE

1-LR 12X1 LITRE

5-LR 5 LITRE

Lipstick Remover - This is a pre-wash product which effectively removes grease 

and lipstick marks from glassware.

Cabinet Glasswash Detergent - Auto glasswash is a fully formulated concentrated 

detergent for use in machine glass washers. Can be used along with rinse aid, gives 

exceptional results in hard and soft water.  Do not use as a hand glass wash 

detergent.

Polycarbonate Auto Glasswash Detergent - A fully formulated detergent for 

washing of ploycarbonate drinking glasses and ware, no need for rinse aid does not 

scratch or etch.

Rinse Aid - Auto dish and glass rinse aid is a fully formulated concentrated rinse  

for use in machine dish and glass washers. Can be used along with dish and glass 

wash detergent and powder, gives exceptional results in hard and soft water. Rinse 

aid promotes rapid drying of washed items and helps prevent streaking.

Premier Rinse Aid - Auto dish and glass rinse aid is a fully formulated highly 

concentrated rinse for use in machine dish and glass washers. Can be used along 

with dish and glass wash detergent and powder, gives exceptional results in hard 

and soft water. Rinse aid promotes rapid drying of washed items and helps prevent 

streaking.

Hand Glasswash Detergent - A non corrosive glass wash detergent that provides 

excellent results in removing all soiling on glassware, leaving a residue free shine. 

Not suitable for glass washing machines.

Rejuvenate Powder - A free flowing white powder which quickly dissolves in your 

dish/glass washer, cleaning away all lime scale deposits and restores all clouding 

from drinking glasses.

Beerline Cleaner - A concentrated and highly effective cleaner for the maintenance 

of beer lines. Not for use in brass beer engines.
5-BLC 5 LITRE

Purple Beerline Cleaner - A concentrated and highly effective cleaner for the 

maintenance of beer lines. Not for use in brass beer engines. Contains a colour 

changing indicator, when the solution comes into contact with yeast and protein it 

turns green/brown.

5-PBLC 5 LITRE



             WASHROOM & TOILET CLEANERS

1-DTMC
 8X1 LITRE (Swan 

)

5-DTMC 5 LITRE

1-TCDPA
8X1 LITRE (Swan 

)

5-TCDPA 5 LITRE

1-TCDHA
8X1 LITRE (Swan 

)

5-TCDHA 5 LITRE

1-WCPA
8X1 LITRE (Swan 

)

5-WCPA 5 LITRE

1-WPCDP
8X1 LITRE (Swan 

)

5-WPCDP 5 LITRE

Bactericidal Floor Gel - Ocean fresh fragranced for cleaning of washroom and 

toilet floors, leaves a fresh smelling environment, neutralises bad smells and kills 

bacteria.

5-BFG 5 LITRE

Channel Chunk Urinal Blocks - Urinal blocks remove foul odours to leave behind a 

fresh smell. Can be used in all toilets and washrooms.
3-CCUB-CHA 3 KG

Contract Chunks Urinal Blocks - Urinal blocks remove foul odours to leave behind 

Washroom Cleaner Phosporic Acid Based - An acidic washroom cleaner. 

Removes soap and lime scale from washroom surfaces pleasently fragranced with 

peaches.

Washroom Plus Cleaner Deodoriser and Protector - A high level washroom 

cleaner, acts fast and leaves a fresh long lasting smell, protects the surface from 

future build up of lime and soap scale making ongoing cleaning far easier.

Toilet Cleaner Descaler Hydrochloric Acid Based - A strong toilet cleaner with 

the addition of hydrochloric acid, dissolves lime scale build up in hard water areas, 

do not use on stainless steel, this causes an irriversable blackening effect.

Toilet Cleaner Descaler Phosphoric Acid Based - A phosphoric acid toilet 

cleaner that helps keep down and remove lime scale from toilets, pleasantly ocean 

fresh fragranced and safe to use on stainless steel bowls and urinals, this thick blue 

liquid is very economical in use.

Daily Toilet Maintainer/Cleaner - A surfactant based toilet cleaner designed to 

freshen and clean/maintain toilets, apply directly into the bowl and under the rim, 

this viscous liquid clings to the bowl deodorising and cleaning and when flushed 

leaves a nice pleasant ocean fresh smelling foam behind. Suitable for daily use.

Contract Chunks Urinal Blocks - Urinal blocks remove foul odours to leave behind 

a fresh smell. Can be used in all toilets and washrooms.
3-CCUB-CON 3KG

Bio Urinal Chunks - Scented urinal blocks remove foul odours to leave behind a 

fresh smell. Can be used in all toilets and washrooms.
3-BUC 3KG

5-GMC 5 LITRE

750-GMC 6x750ml

Enzyme Urinal and Drain Maintainer - Digests oils, fats and grease to clear 

drains whilst leaving behind a pleasant fragrance, can be used in toilets, urinals, 

drains and sinks.

5-EUDM 5 LITRE

5-LOE-F 5 LITRE

750-LOE-F 6x750ml

5-LOE-P 5 LITRE

750-LOE-P 6X750ML

5-LOE-S 5 LITRE

750-LOE-S 6X750ML

5-LOE-C 5 LITRE

750-LOE-C 6X750ML

5-UN 5 LITRE

750-UN 6X750ML

Glass and Mirror Cleaner - A highly effective quick drying and non smearing glass 

and mirror cleaner, blue in colour.

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Floral Air Freshener - Removes foul odours such 

as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Peach Air Freshener - Removes foul odours such 

as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Strawberry Air Freshener - Removes foul odours 

such as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Cherry Air Freshener - Removes foul odours such 

as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.

Urinal Neutraliser - Removes the smell of urine from urinals, floors and walls and 

leaves behind a fresh fragrance and eliminates excess deposits of uric acid scale.



Portable Toilet Chemical - Assists in the breaking down of waste whilst leaving 

behind a fresh fragrance, can be used in portable toilets, caravans and boats.
Coming Soon 5 LITRE

Cream Cleaner - A powerful all purpose, viscous cleaner for all areas of the home 

for use on basins, baths, hobs and hotplates, contains a lemon fragrance.
5-CC 5 LITRE

Sluice Detergent - Cleaning commode pots, bedpans, urine bottles and utensils. 

Suitable for use through integral or wall mounted chemical dosing equipment in all 

recognised types of industrial and automatic bed pan and sluice washing machines

5-SD 5 LITRE

Detergent Sanitizing Powder -  Product that can be used on hard surfaces, in a 

soak tank situation or even in some cases washing fabrics or steralising.
500-DSP 6x500 SHAKER

Fragranced Detergent Sanitizing Powder -  Product that can be used on hard 

surfaces, in a soak tank situation or even in some cases washing fabrics or 

steralising.

500-DSP 6x500 SHAKER

Bathroom Plug Hole Unblocker - Concentrated power clears hair and soap sludge 

from bathroom plugholes & pipes.
Coming Soon 5 LITRE

Mold & Mildue Remover -  For use in bathrooms, showers, kitchens & any areas 

of condensation
Coming Soon 6X750ML

Flushable Antibacterial Wipes - A convenient and hygienic way to clean the 

bathroom.
Coming Soon WIPES

Anti-fog Tile, Glass n Mirror with cleaner with protect - Glass and mirror 

cleaner,helps to prevent misting on interior windows and mirrors.
Coming Soon 6X750ML

             WASHROOM & TOILET CLEANERS, CONTINUED …

cleaner,helps to prevent misting on interior windows and mirrors.

5-BWC 5 LITRE

750-BWC 6X750ML

Foaming Washroom Cleaner and Sanitizer - An acidic washroom cleaner, 

removes soap and lime scale from washroom surfaces pleasantly fragranced with 

peaches.

Coming Soon 6X750ML

Bleaching washroon cleaner - Highly versatile washroom cleaning agent that 

disinfects, cleans and deodorises all in one



             HAND SOAPS AND PERSONAL CARE

500-HS-PI 12x500 PUMP

5-HS-PI 5 LITRE

500-HS-PE 12x500 PUMP

5-HS-PE 5 LITRE

500-HS-WH 12x500 PUMP

5-HS-WH 5 LITRE

500-HS-AB 12x500 PUMP

5-HS-AB 5 LITRE

500-SG 12x500 PUMP

5-SG 5 LITRE

Industrial Gel Hand Cleaner - Removes grease, grime, dirt, & oil whilst still being 

easy on the hands. It deodorises hands from lingering smells.
Coming Soon 5 LITRE

Industrial Gel Beaded Hand Cleaner - Removes grease, grime, dirt, oil, and 

Pink Pearlised Hand Soap - A high quality non-perfumed solvent-free liquid soap 

which gives a luxury lather during use. Contains finest quality biodegradable 

ingredients, in addition to skin conditioners and moisturisers. Contains Biocides.

Peach Hand Soap -  This is a soap which can be used in many areas. it is mild 

enough for general use for the removal of grease and grime. Can be used in all 

locations and is suitable for use through wall mounted dispensers.

White Anti-Bacterial Hand Soap - This is a soap which can be used in many 

areas. it is mild enough for general use for the removal of grease and grime. Can be 

used in all locations and is suitable for use through wall mounted dispensers. 

Contains Biocides.

Luxury Green Anti-Bac Hand Soap - This is a soap which can be used in many 

areas. it is mild enough for general use for the removal of grease and grime. Can be 

used in all locations and is suitable for use through wall mounted dispensers. 

Contains Biocides.

Shower Gel - Ideal for use on hair and body. Mildly perfumed and gives a luxury 

lather during use. Can be used in all locations and is suitable for use by hand or 

through wall mounted dispensers.

Industrial Gel Beaded Hand Cleaner - Removes grease, grime, dirt, oil, and 

more whilst still being easy on the hands. It deodorises hands from lingering smells. 

Contains polymer beads.

Coming Soon 5 LITRE

Industrial Hand Gel Cleaner For Paints & Laquers - A powerful Kerosine based 

hand gel which removes heavy industrial soiling. It deodorises hands from lingering 

smells.

Coming Soon 5 LITRE

Coming Soon 12x500 PUMP

Coming Soon 5 LITRE

200-FHS 24X200 PUMP

600-FHS
6X600 PUMP

Coming Soon AEROSOL

750-HSD TRIGGER

Helmet & Shoe deodourizer - ANTI-BACTERIAL: kills the bacteria that causes 

odour build-up, restores helmets and shoes to a pleasant neutral freshness. With 

lasting effects

Foaming Hand Sanitizer - hand sanitiser which is dispensed into the hands as a 

foam, refreshing and requires no water.

Alcohol Hand Gel - Alcohol based un-perfumed hand gel for killing harmful 

bacteria. No water or towel needed. Widely used in care homes and hospitals.



             HARD SURFACE CLEANERS & DEGREASERS

5-RHSC 5 LITRE

10-RHSC 10 LITRE

20-RHSC 20 LITRE

5-CHSC 5 LITRE

10-CHSC 10 LITRE

20-CHSC 20 LITRE

5-FHSC 5 LITRE

10-FHSC 10 LITRE

20-FHSC 20 LITRE

5-FLHSC 5 LITRE

10-FLHSC 10 LITRE

20-FLHSC 20 LITRE

5-ABHSC 5 LITRE

10-ABHSC 10 LITRE

20-ABHSC 20 LITRE

5-ABPHSC 5 LITRE

Red Hard Surface Cleaner - Alkaline detergent for cleaning in all  establishments, 

workshops and for general janitorial use. An excellent non caustic degreaser, 

designed to cut through grease and burned on fat, also perfect for removing carbon, 

creote, dyes and nicotene stains.

Clear Hard Surface Cleaner - A clear versatile cleaner for kitchens,workshops, 

vehicles and general cleaning. Cuts through carbon deposits, grease and stains. 

Highly concentrated. Can cause fading if used incorrectly. Try on an inconspicuous 

area first.

Yellow Flourecene Hard Surface Cleaner - A fluorescent versatile cleaner for 

kitchens,workshops, vehicles and general cleaning. Cuts through carbon deposits, 

grease and stains. Highly concentrated. Can cause fading if used incorrectly. Try on 

an inconspicuous area first.

Yellow Flourecene Lemon Hard Surface Cleaner - A versatile cleaner with a 

fluorescent colour and pleasant lemon fragrance for use kitchens,workshops, 

vehicles and general cleaning. Cuts through carbon deposits, grease and stains. 

Highly concentrated. Can cause fading if used incorrectly. Try on an inconspicuous 

area first.

Yellow Anti-Bacterial Hard Surface Cleaner - A yellow versatile cleaner for 

kitchens, workshops, vehicles and general cleaning. Cuts through carbon deposits, 

grease and stains. Highly concentrated with bactercidal properties. 

Blue Anti-Bacterial Plus Hard Surface Cleaner - A blue versatile cleaner for 

10-ABPHSC 10 LITRE

20-ABPHSC 20 LITRE

5-OPD 5 LITRE

10-OPD 10 LITRE

20-OPD 20 LITRE

5-HDD 5 LITRE

10-HDD 10 LITRE

20-HDD 20 LITRE

Eliminator Cleaner and Deodoriser Floral Fragrance - All purpose bactericidal, 

deodorising cleaner. Contains a floral perfume that works even at high dilutions.
5-ECD-FL 5 LITRE

Eliminator Cleaner and Deodoriser Fragrance Free - All purpose bactercidal, 

deodorising cleaner.
5-ECD-FF 5 LITRE

Spray n Wipe Odourless - A ready to use cleaner designed to sanitise any surface. 

Concentrated; dilute for use, idea refill for 750ml trigger.
5-SNWO 5 LITRE

Glass and Mirror Cleaner - A highly effective quick drying and non smearing glass 

and mirror cleaner, blue in colour, also available in a trigger spray
5-GMC 5 LITRE

Blue Anti-Bacterial Plus Hard Surface Cleaner - A blue versatile cleaner for 

kitchens, workshops, vehicles and general cleaning. Cuts through carbon deposits, 

grease and stains. Highly concentrated with bactercidal properties. 

Orange Power Degreaser - A neutral Ph hard surface cleaner degreaser for the 

removal of oil and grease on all heavily soiled floors and surfaces. Does not need 

rinsing, so ideal as a "spray and buff". Leaves a wonderful orange aroma. Surface 

cleaner for removal of ingrained dirt, oil, grease and certain types of graffitti, If not 

sure test a small area first. This product also sold in a trigger spray.

Heavy Duty Degreaser - An anti-bacterial degreasing fluid for the removal of oil 

and grease on all heavily soiled floor and surfaces.



Spray n Wipe Floral Fragranced - A versatile, ready to use cleaner with a 

pleasant floral fragrance, designed to sanitise any surface. Concentrated; dilute for 

use, ideal refill for 750ml trigger.

5-SNWF 5 LITRE

5-SP 5KG

10-SP 10KG

5-HDDP 5KG

10-HDDP 10KG

5-DP 5KG

10-DP 10KG

Easy Clean fragranced Surface Cleaner - Multi-purpose cleaner & deodoriser 

with lemon fragrance. Ideal for damp mopping or spray cleaning. 5-EZY 5 LITRE

Brick Acid - A powerful, acid based cleaning agent, removes unsightly stains, 

builders spatter like cement, mortar splashes, grime oil, grease & other difficult-to-

remove stains, from various surfaces:- brickwork, patios, garages, paving, concrete 

floors & warehouses.

5-BA 5 LITRE

Coming Soon 5kg

Coming Soon 10kg

Sugar Soap Powder - Sugar soap cleans and prepares all surfaces before 

decorating. It removes dirt and grease quickly and easily and is an ideal general 

household cleaner

Pink Santize Powder - A 16% pink chlorine powder for dilution in water. Cleans 

and sanitises, used in catering, daries, meat and food processing and brewing 

industry. Very effective for removing yeast deposits and general bleaching.

Heavy Duty Degreasing Powder - A heavy duty sanitising and degreasing 

powder. When mixed with warm/hot water, it provides excellent grease cutting 

properties.

Yellow Degreasing Powder -An excellent degreaser when diluted with water 

water. It releases a steriliser which kills all types of bacteria, mould, yeast, food and 

grease. Used in catering, daries, meat and food processing and brewing industry.

             HARD SURFACE CLEANERS & DEGREASERS Cont…



             FLOOR, CARPET CARE & SOFT FURNISINGS

Contract Lemon Floor Gel - An effective floor cleaner with a pleasant lemon 

aroma.
5-CFG 5 LITRE

Pine Floor Gel - A highly effective floor cleaner with a pleasant pine fragrance. 5-FGP 5 LITRE

Anti-Bacterial Floor Gel - Floor Cleaner completes a number of tasks with one 

treatment, it will clean and deodorise in one operation, it will kill bacteria, and it will 

leave a pleasant lemon aroma to complement the finished area.

5-ABFG 5 LITRE

Multi Surface Floor Cleaner - A highly effective floor cleaner for use on multiple 

surface types including hardwood flooring, laminate, tile and marble.
5-MSFC 5 LITRE

Lemon Floor Gel - A highly effective floor cleaner with a pleasant lemon aroma. 5-FGL 5 LITRE

Laminate Floor Maintainer/Cleaner - Fast drying, light detergent. Designed to 

keep laminate flooring looking in first class condition, also available in a trigger 

spray

5-LFMC 5 LITRE

Super High Solids Floor Polish - Super high gloss finish for water resistant floors. 

Increases durability. Gives high level of shine.
5-SHSFP 5 LITRE

High Solids Floor Polish - High gloss finish, durable and scuff resistant. For 

medium to heavy traffic areas.
5-HSFP 5 LITRE

Standard Floor Polish  -  gloss finish, durable and scuff resistant. Please Ask 5 LITRE

Floor Stripper - An effective floor stripper used to remove excess deposits and 

metalised floor polishes. Ammonia free.
5-FS 5 LITRE

Floor Maintanier - Perfumed floor maintainer. Removes scuff marks and restores 
5-FM 5 LITRE

Floor Maintanier - Perfumed floor maintainer. Removes scuff marks and restores 

floor to their original quality.
5-FM 5 LITRE

Please Ask 5 LITRE

Please Ask 6x750 TRIGGER

Carpet Extraction Shampoo - Professional low foam cleaning concentrate for 

carpet soil extraction machines.
5-CES 5 LITRE

Scrubber Drier Detergent - Rapid action cleaning, throughly removes traffic dirt 

and grime in one pass, low foaming to prevent blocking of suction pipe.
5-SDD 5 LITRE

Foaming Upholstry Cleaner - Foaming cleaner removes stains and cleans quickly 

and easily. 
Please Ask 6x750 TRIGGER

Anti-Foam Fluid - For the treatment of all types of water mix fluids, controls 

excessive foaming
Please Ask 12x1 LITRE

Carpet Pro Alk Liquid - Refreshes carpets and removes tough worked in stains. Please Ask 5 LITRE

Carpet Pro Alk Powder - Removes tough ground in dirt and stains. Please Ask 5 LITRE

Carpet Pro Acid Liquid - Professional low foam emulsifier for carpet soil extraction 

machines. Rapidly penetrates and suspends soils for complete extraction and 

prevention of re-soiling.

Please Ask 5 LITRE

Carpet Pro Acid Powder - A concentrated heavy-duty extraction detergent, 

formulated for optimum performance in cleaning heavily soiled carpets.
Please Ask 5 LITRE

Carpet Pro Solvent Liquid - A concentrated heavy-duty extraction detergent, 

formulated for optimum performance in cleaning heavily soiled carpets.
Please Ask 5 LITRE

Mop N Shine - Gloss finish, increases anti-slip properties. Can be mopped or 

sprayed and buffed.



             SO-PURE LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

SO-PURE PROFESSIONAL RANGE

10-STPR-B 10KG PAIL

10-STPR-B-RF 10KG REFILL SACK

10-STPR-NB 10KG PAIL

10-STPR-NB-RF 10KG REFILL SACK

10-SPCP 10KG PAIL

10-SPCP-RF 10KG REFILL SACK

10-SPDIS-BIO 10KG PAIL

10-SPDIS-BIO-

RF
10KG REFILL SACK

10-SPDIS-NB 10KG PAIL

10-SPDIS-NB-RF 10KG REFILL SACK

10-SGOLD 10KG PAIL

10-SGOLD-RF 10KG REFILL SACK

So-Pure Tex Professional Biological Laundry Powder - An excellent laundry 

powder specially designed for use in on premise launderies, economical and highly 

effective. Contains optical brighteners.

So-Pure Tex Professional Non Biological Laundry Powder - An excellent 

laundry powder specially designed for use in on premise launderies, economical and 

highly effective. Contains optical brighteners.

So-Pure Professional Colour Laundry Powder - A detergent specially designed 

for washing and maintaining bright colours on all garments, use in lower 

temperatures 30-40 degrees C, prolongs garments life but still maintains good 

cleaning qualities.

So-Pure Professional Biological Disinfecting Laundry Powder - An excellent 

laundry powder effective against MRSA, e-coli etc. Can be used in varied 

temperatures.

So-Pure Professional Non Biological Disinfecting Laundry Powder - An 

excellent laundry powder effective against MRSA, e-coli etc. Can be used in varied 

temperatures.

So-Pure Professional Gold All Temp Technology Laundry Powder - A very 

high level detergent, effective from 30-90 degrees C, will launder everything from 

heavily soiled laundry to delicates by adjusting the dosing level, this one detergent 

covers all aspects and reduces the need to stock lots of different powders to do 
10-SGOLD-RF 10KG REFILL SACK

10-SGAT 10KG PAIL

10-SGAT-RF 10KG REFILL SACK

5-SUE-BIO 5 LITRE

10-SUE-BIO 10 LITRE

20-SUE-BIO 20 LITRE

5-SUE-NB 5 LITRE

10-SUE-NB 10 LITRE

20-SUE-NB 20 LITRE

5-SUP-BIO 5 LITRE

10-SUP-BIO 10 LITRE

20-SUP-BIO 20 LITRE

5-SUP-NB 5 LITRE

10-SUP-NB 10 LITRE

20-SUP-NB 20 LITRE

5-SU21L-NB 5 LITRE

10-SU21L-NB 10 LITRE

20-SU21L-NB 20 LITRE

So-Pure Ultima Plus 2 in 1 Non Biological - A blue opaque 20% liquid laundry 

detergent with a built in softener, with a high level of optical brighteners.

So-Pure Ultima Plus Non Biological - A white opaque 20% liquid laundry 

detergent with a high level of optical brighteners.

different jobs, this product is unique and an effective all in one detergent.

So-Pure Professional Glacier All Temp - A colour safe stain removing powder 

with peroxide and low temp technology that gives effective stain removal at low 

temperatures. This product is unique and achieves stain removal that is normally 

achieved at high temperatures, ideal for patients clothing, sport kits etc.

So-Pure Ultima Essential Biological - A blue clear 20% liquid laundry detergent 

with optical brighteners.

So-Pure Ultima Essential Non Biological - A blue clear 20% liquid laundry 

detergent with optical brighteners.

So-Pure Ultima Plus Biological - A white opaque 20% liquid laundry detergent 

with a high level of optical brighteners.

SO-PURE ULTIMA AND ULTIMA PLUS LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT



5-SFSB 5 LITRE

10-SFSB 10 LITRE

20-SFSB 20 LITRE

5-SFSE-B 5 LITRE

10-SFSE-B 10 LITRE

20-SFSE-B 20 LITRE

5-SFSP 5 LITRE

10-SFSP 10 LITRE

20-SFSP 20 LITRE

20-SFSE-SP 20 LITRE

5-SFSE-P 5 LITRE

10-SFSE-P 10 LITRE

20-SFSE-P 20 LITRE

5-SFSW 5 LITRE

10-SFSW 10 LITRE

20-SFSW 20 LITRE

5-SFSE-W 5 LITRE

10-SFSE-W 10 LITRE

20-SFSE-W 20 LITRE

5-SFSL 5 LITRE

10-SFSL 10 LITRE

20-SFSL 20 LITRE

5-SFSE-L

So-Pure Fabsoft Extra Blue - A double strength traditional blue fabric conditioner 

with a beautiful laundry fresh long lasting smell. 

So-Pure Fabsoft Blue - Traditional blue fabric conditioner with a beautiful laundry 

fresh long lasting smell. 

So-Pure Fabsoft Extra Pink - A double strength pink fabric conditioner with a 

beautiful laundry fresh long lasting smell. 

So-Pure Fabsoft White - A white fabric conditioner with a beautiful laundry fresh 

long lasting smell. 

So-Pure Fabsoft Extra White - A double strength white fabric conditioner with a 

beautiful laundry fresh long lasting smell. 

So-Pure Fabsoft Lavender - A lilac coloured fabric conditioner with a beautiful 

lavender fresh long lasting smell. 

So-Pure Fabsoft Pink - A pink fabric conditioner with a beautiful laundry fresh long 

lasting smell. 

SO-PURE FABSOFT FABRIC SOFTENERS

SO-PURE FABSOFT FABRIC SOFTENERS, CONTINUED…

5-SFSE-L 5 LITRE

10-SFSE-L 10 LITRE

20-SFSE-L 20 LITRE

5-SFSPEA 5 LITRE

10-SFSPEA 10 LITRE

20-SFSPEA 20 LITRE

5-SFSE-PEA 5 LITRE

10-SFSE-PEA 10 LITRE

20-SFSE-PEA 20 LITRE

5-SFSDG 5 LITRE

10-SFSDG 10 LITRE

20-SFSDG 20 LITRE

SO-PURE LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

So-Pure Biological Laundry Powder - Now upgraded to the smarter rectangle 

bucket, this product is still one of our best selling products.
10-S-BIO 10KG PAIL

So-Pure Non Biological Laundry Powder - Now upgraded to the smarter 

rectangle bucket, this product is still one of our best selling products.
10-S-NB 10KG PAIL

10-SOXY 10KG PAIL

10-SOXY-SACK 10KG REFILL SACK

10-S21 10KG PAIL

10-S21-SACK 10KG REFILL SACK

So-Pure Non Biological Laundry Tablets - High active 32 gram tablets, 

individually wrapped.
10-S-NBTABLETS 120  X 32g Tablets

So-Pure Oxy Boost - A colour safe stain remover, one scoop in your wash, 

oxygenating colour safe bleach.

So-Pure 2 In 1 Laundry Powder - High active with built in fabric conditioner.

So-Pure Fabsoft Disinfecting - A green coloured fabric conditioner with 

disinfecting qualities and a beautiful laundry fresh long lasting smell. 

So-Pure Fabsoft Extra Lavender - A double strength lilac coloured fabric 

conditioner with a beautiful lavender fresh long lasting smell. 

So-Pure Fabsoft Peach - A peach coloured fabric conditioner with a beautiful 

peach fresh long lasting smell. 

So-Pure Fabsoft Extra Peach - A double strength peach coloured fabric 

conditioner with a beautiful peach fresh long lasting smell. 



SO-PURE LAUNDRY PRODUCTS cont...

So-Pure Biological Laundry Tablets - High active 32 gram tablets, individually 

wrapped.

10-S-

BIOTABLETS
120  X 32g Tablets

SO-PURE LAUNDRY SACKS

10-S-BIOSACK 10KG SACK

25-S-BIOSACK 25KG SACK

10-S-NBSACK 10KG SACK

25-S-NBSACK 25KG SACK

SO-PURE CHIP LAUNDRY POWDERS

10-S-CHIPNB-

TUB
10KG PAIL

10-S-CHIPNB-

SACK
10KG SACK

25-S-CHIPNB-

SACK
25KG SACK

10-S-CHIPBIO-

TUB
10KG PAIL

10-S-CHIPBIO-

SACK
10KG SACK

25-S-CHIPBIO-

SACK
25KG SACK

So-Pure Chip Biological Laundry Powder - Very effective, extremely economical, 

good dispersion, stain removal and brightening qualities.

So-Pure Biological Laundry Powder - A fast moving product with great success, 

high active and a high level of optical brightener. Now packed in a tough diposable 

sack, saving on packaging cost.

So-Pure Non Biological Laundry Powder - A fast moving product with great 

success, high active and a high level of optical brightener. Now packed in a tough 

diposable sack, saving on packaging cost.

So-Pure Chip Non Biological Laundry Powder - Very effective, extremely 

economical, good dispersion, stain removal and brightening qualities.



           VEHICLE CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

5-TFR 5 LITRE

20-TFR 20 LITRE

205-TFR 205 LITRE

5-PTFR 5 LITRE

20-PTFR 20 LITRE

205-PTFR 205 LITRE

5-CTFR 5 LITRE

20-CTFR 20 LITRE

205-CTFR 205 LITRE

5-TFRCF 5 LITRE

20-TFRCF 20 LITRE

205-TFRCF 205 LITRE

5-TCW 5 LITRE

20-TCW 20 LITRE

205-TCW 205 LITRE

Coming Soon 5 LITRE

Coming Soon 10 LITRE

Coming Soon 20 LITRE

5-SWS 5 LITRE

20-SWS 20 LITRE

205-SWS 205 LITRE

5-SWW 5 LITRE

20-SWW 20 LITREScreen Wash - A highly effective quick drying and non smearing cleaner Winter.

Wash and Wax - A highly effective wash and wax car cleaner which eradicates dirt 

and grime, leaving a residue free finish to your paintwork.

Screen Wash - A highly effective quick drying and non smearing cleaner Summer.

TFR Premier - A Concentrated caustic based traffic film remover. Good for normal 

day to day dirt and grime, but is also good at acting on oil and grease.

TFR Premium - A Concentrated caustic based traffic film remover. Good for normal 

every day to day dirt and grime, but is also good at acting on oil and grease.

TFR Contract - A non-caustic based, economical product suitable in all types of 

pressure wash. Helps to break down and remove stubborn road dirt & grime.

TFR Caustic Free - A non-caustic based, economical product. A foaming TFR 

suitable for use in all types of pressure wash. It has good stubborn road dirt & grime 

removal properties, and achieves excellent results.

Truck/Chassis Wash - A super concentrated commercial product specially 

formulated for use on Truck, Bus and van chassis. Can be used through a hot or cold 

pressure wash.

20-SWW 20 LITRE

205-SWW 205 LITRE

5-BR 5 LITRE

750-BR 6X750 TRIGGER 

5-DI 5 LITRE

Coming Soon 6X750 TRIGGER 

Internal Dressing (fragranced) - A silicone based cleaner suitable for use on 

metal, vinyl, wood and plastics. Leaves your interior shining for days.
5-ID 5 LITRE

5-ERTD 5 LITRE

6X750 TRIGGER 

Glass Cleaner - Smear free, tint-safe window and glass cleaner can be used to 

clean all windows inside and out, including wing mirrors. Provides a lasting shine.
5-GC 5 LITRE

Cabin Deodoriser/Cleaner - Sterilises and deodorises smells in cabins, such as 

mildew, and bacteria found in upholstery.
5-CDC 5 LITRE

Tar N Glue - As the name suggests an excellent product for removing tar deposits 

and glue. Care should be taken when using this product on vehicle paint work.
Coming Soon 5 LITRE

Upholstery Cleaner - An excellent upholstery shampoo, with optical brighteners 

that not only clean but brighten fabric the upholstery cleaner also has good anti-

bacterial properties.  

Coming Soon 5 LITRE

Bug Remover - This product quickly softens dried on bugs and flies. Removes bugs 

from problem areas such as bonnets, front grills and headlamps.

De-Icer - A high strength solution which provides excellent results in defrosting and 

preventing ice. High performance ice melting.

External Rubber/Tyre Dressing - Spray on tyre dressing which improves the 

appearance of weathered tyres and protects them from wear.

Screen Wash - A highly effective quick drying and non smearing cleaner Winter.



           VEHICLE CLEANING & MAINTENANCE Cont...

Acid Based Wheel Cleaner - For use on steel and unlaquered wheels and 

components. The fast acting active formula removes dirt and brake dust from your 

wheels quickly, effectively and safely

5-ABWC 5 LITRE

Non Acid Based Wheel Cleaner Suitable for Alloy Wheels - For use on wheels 

where an acid based wheel cleaner would be suitable, ideal for loosening stubborn 

brake dust and road dirt.

5-NABWC 5 LITRE



Infection Control Disinfectant - A high level disinfectant that kills 99.9% of all 

known bacteria, ready to use can be used on all surfaces and is food safe.Tested to 

BSEN13704, BSEN1276, BSEN1275, BSEN14476, BSEN13697.

750-ICD 6X750 TRIGGER

Warm Oven Cleaner - Alkaline detergent for cleaning in ovens, hobs and extractor 

units. The dilution factor makes it a very economical product to use. Can be used as 

a spray or applied directly to the surface to be cleaned.

750-WOC 6X750 TRIGGER

Heavy Duty Degreaser - A ready to use strong caustic based degreaser, can be 

used for catering and food application, highly effective, spray on wipe off with a 

clean cloth, or rines with clean water.

750-HDD 6X750 TRIGGER

Mop N Shine - Gloss finish, increases anti-slip properties. Can be mopped or 

sprayed and buffed.
Coming Soon 6X750 TRIGGER

Laminate Floor Maintainer/Cleaner - Fast drying, light detergent. Designed to 

keep laminate flooring looking in first class condition.
750-LFMC 6X750 TRIGGER

Glass and Mirror Cleaner - A highly effective quick drying and non smearing glass 

and mirror cleaner, suitable for cleaning varoius surfaces inc. chrome, stainless steel 
750-GMC 6X750 TRIGGER

Orange Power Degreaser - Surface cleaner for removal of ingrained dirt, oil, 

grease and certain types of graffitti
750-OPD 6X750 TRIGGER

Lemon General Purpose Cleaner - A florescent yellow lemon surface cleaner 

ready to use, simply spray on almost any surface to lift dirt, grease and grime easily 

away. Allow a few seconds of contact time to maximise effect. Tested to BSEN1276.

750-GPC 6X750 TRIGGER

             TRIGGER SPRAY PACKS AND OTHER MULTI-PACKS

away. Allow a few seconds of contact time to maximise effect. Tested to BSEN1276.

Furniture Polish - A white silicone furniture and wood polish, spray on and wipe off 

this then leaves a bright clean and polished surface.
750-FP 6X750 TRIGGER

Upholstery Cleaner - An excellent upholstery shampoo, with optical brighteners 

that not only clean but brighten fabric the upholstery cleaner also has good anti-

bacterial properties.  

Coming Soon 6X750 TRIGGER

Foaming Upholstery Cleaner - Foaming cleaner, for use on all fabrics, ideal for 

home or car 
Coming Soon 6X750 TRIGGER

Laundry Spotter - A very effective stain remover, spray directly onto stain and 

agitate, ideal for collars and cuff on shirts, removes greasy food stains, will remove 

biro ink stains from cotton, spray on and agitate, then rinse with warm water.

750-LS 6X750 TRIGGER

Disinfecting Odour Eliminator - This product is sprayed directly onto soft 

furnishings to elimate odours and kill bacteria, ideal for fabrics, in the home, car, 

shoes  & helmets

750-DOE 6X750 TRIGGER

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Floral Air Freshener - Removes foul odours such 

as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.
750-LOEF 6X750 TRIGGER

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Peach Air Freshener - Removes foul odours such 

as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.
750-LOEP 6X750 TRIGGER

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Strawberry Air Freshener - Removes foul odours 

such as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.
750-LOES 6X750 TRIGGER

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Cherry Air Freshener - Removes foul odours such 

as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.
750-LOEC 6X750 TRIGGER



Foaming Washroom Cleaner Phosporic Acid Based - An acidic washroom 

cleaner, removes soap and lime scale from washroom surfaces pleasantly fragranced 

with peaches.

750-FWCPA 6X750 TRIGGER

Washroom Plus Cleaner Deodoriser and Protector - A high level washroom 

cleaner, acts fast and leaves a fresh long lasting smell, protects the surface from 

future build up of lime and soap scale making ongoing cleaning far easier.

750-WPCDP 6X750 TRIGGER

Spray and Wipe Perfumed - For use in all non food areas including toilets and 

washrooms. Tested to BSEN1276.
750-SWP 6X750 TRIGGER

Spray and Wipe Unperfumed - Designed for use in food preparation areas (food 

safe). Kills 99% of bugs and germs on hard surface. Tested to BSEN1276.
750-SAW 6X750 TRIGGER

Spray n Wipe With Bleach - A ready to use cleaner with added bleach. Can be 

used in all toilets and washrooms
750-SWB 6X750 TRIGGER

Urinal Cleaner and Neutraliser - A highly effective product for neutralising urine 

spills and stains and a wide variety of surfaces, widely used in the care home and 

licensing market. Tested to BSEN1276.

750-UCN 6X750 TRIGGER

Fluid Absorbent Powder and sanitizer - This remarkable powder absorbs up to 

400 times its own weight in liquids including blood, urine and vomit. It quickly 

absorbs and gels the liquids within 1-2 minutes which allow easy clean-up.

240-FAP/S 6X240 SHAKER

Mold & Mildue Remover - For use in bathrooms, showers, kitchens & any areas of 

condensation
coming soon 6X750 TRIGGER

             TRIGGER SPRAY PACKS AND OTHER MULTI-PACKS, Cont...

Detergent Sanitizing Powder -  Product that can be used on hard surfaces, in a 

soak tank situation or even in some cases washing fabrics or steralising.
500-DSP 6X750 TRIGGER

Foaming Hand Sanitizer - hand sanitiser which is dispensed into the hands as a 

foam, refreshing and requires no water.
600-FOAM 6X600 PUMP

Alcohol Hand Gel - Alcohol based un-perfumed hand gel for killing harmful 

bacteria. No water or towel needed. Widely used in care homes and hospitals.
500-AHG 12x500 PUMP

De-icer - Apply directly onto frozen vehicle windscreens, mirrors and side windows, 

this quickly dissolves the ice and frost, helps prevent refreezing.
750-DI 6X750 TRIGGER

Bug Remover - Spray directly onto windscreens and headlights, this product 

quickly softens dried on bugs and flies, wipe with a clean cloth or disposable paper 

roll.

750-BR 6X750 TRIGGER

Vehicle Dash & Plastic Shine - Spray on and wipe off. Leaves vehicle dashes and 

plastics looking fresh and polished, can also be used on the exterior plastics.
750-VDPS 6X750 TRIGGER

External Rubber/Tyre Dressing - Spray on tyre dressing which improves the 

appearance of weathered tyres and protects them from wear.
750-ERTD 6X750 TRIGGER



Flushable Antibacterial Wipes - A convenient and hygienic way to clean the 

bathroom.
Coming Soon WIPES

Telephone Disinfectant - A high quality sanitiser cleaning that leaves your phone 

clean and smelling fresh. Available in a handy dispenser tub that ensures wipes 

remain fresh and moist.

Coming Soon WIPES

Probe Wipes -  anti-bacterial wipes, odourless, Primarily used for cleaning 

thermometer probes. 
Coming Soon WIPES

Multi Purpose Wipes - Multi purpose, hand and surface wipe, ideal for removing 

grime, grease and general dirt.
Coming soon WIPES

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Floral Air Freshener - Removes foul odours such 

as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.
Coming Soon AEROSOL

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Cotton Linen Air Freshener - Removes foul 

odours such as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.
Coming Soon AEROSOL

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Cherry Air Freshener - Removes foul odours such 

as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.
Coming Soon AEROSOL

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Lavender Air Freshener - Removes foul odours 

such as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.
Coming Soon AEROSOL

Liquid Odour Eliminator and Citrus Air Freshener - Removes foul odours such 

as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.
Coming Soon AEROSOL

             WIPES & AEROSOLS PRODUCTS

as tobacco smoke and stale air leaving behind a fresh fragrance.

Furniture Polish Fragranced  - A white silicone furniture and wood polish, spray 

on and wipe off this then leaves a bright clean and polished surface, with a pot 

pourri fragrance.

Coming Soon AEROSOL

Furniture Polish - A white silicone furniture and wood polish, spray on and wipe off 

this then leaves a bright clean and polished surface.
Coming Soon AEROSOL



About Us

Prime Industries Ltd is a manufacturer and supplier of laundry and cleaning chemical 
products. We are located in Widnes, Cheshire, and the majority of our products are 
manufactured on site in our 19000 square foot factory.
Prime Industries manufactures both powders and liquids from economical budget 
products to more bespoke and specialised solutions with all products being 
formulated in house to meet the needs of our customers. Our primary markets are 
commercial laundries janitorial suppliers and care homes. 
All our products are supplied with up to date safety sheets, and product information 
sheets can be provided upon request.
Prime Industries offer our customers the flexibility of order various products including 
powders, tablets, liquids, aerosols and wipes on a mixed pallet basis. We also have 
the option of using our free own labeling design service, your own design or Primes 
label. Our quick turnaround time of seven days  from date of order to receipt of 
order, with no minimum runs .
label. Our quick turnaround time of seven days  from date of order to receipt of 
order, with no minimum runs .
For further information about any of our products or to talk about how we can help 
with your specialist cleaning challenge, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Address

Prime Industries Ltd
Unit 2 Broughton Way
Halebank Industrial Estate
Widnes
Cheshire 
WA8 8YX

Contact Us

Phone: 0151 423 0110
Fax: 0151 423 0770
Email: sales@primeindustries.co uk
Web: www.primeindustries.co.uk
Ecom: www.primeindustriesuk.com


